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Leversedge Instant Push-To-Talk
Push-To-Talk between all devices and networks.
Whether on a smartphone, radio, computer, landline or any other
communications device, your personnel can connect instantly and
securely via P-T-T.
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As we look to the future,
our goal is to keep
critical communication
channels open.
In today’s modern environment, it is vital
that communications are dependable and
instantaneous. Whether for the safety of a
worker, in emergency situations or for business
operations; Leversedge Instant Broadband
Push-to-Talk is a comprehensive solution to
help your business grow.

Why Leversedge Instant
Broadband Push-to-Talk?
Our Instant Push-to-Talk solution can integrate
with your existing equipment and service
offering, providing greater functionality, better
reach and fast secure communications. Many
customers find that once deployed, Instant
Push-to-Talk becomes an innovative solution
they can no longer operate without.

Securely Communicate
Instant Push-to-Talk is hosted on secure private
servers and provides reliable communication
with sub-second performance to keep your
teams safe when they need it most.

Interconnect
With Instant Push-to-Talk, we are bringing
tomorrow’s technology to today’s market,
providing all the benefits of private mobile radio
and broadband on one platform.

Innovate
Instant Push-to-Talk is a modern and cost
effective solution that enables communication
between two-way radios and cellular devices.

What can Instant Push-to-Talk
give you?
Instant communication between twoway radios and cellular devices across
different manufacturers
Expansion of existing systems providing
global reach
Secure communications hosted on
private servers
Communicate via group and individual
calls
Low set up costs with minimal
maintenance
Easy user adoption
Range of compatible rugged devices
offering lone worker protection
All-encompassing solution reducing the
need for additional equipment

Construction
Instant Push-to-Talk can provide any small,
medium, or large-scale projects with the
necessary communications facilities for
instant communications with no coverage
limitations or setup issues. Instant Push-toTalk can significantly enhance construction
services and coordination, whether it is site
preparation, equipment installation, utility hookup coordination or system commissioning and
testing.

Courier
Instant Push-to-Talk is a high availability
communications solution that meets the endto-end needs of courier businesses. Logistics
can become more effective with push-to-talk
communications solutions and Enterprise and
Management Systems including QR-code
scanning functions. Instant Push-to-Talk can be
integrated with existing delivery networks to
provide more efficient control.

Transportation
Instant Push-to-Talk provides instant and
reliable communications for smooth operation
of transportation routes and hubs. Voice, data
and location capabilities enable integration
with existing systems such as traffic monitoring
and control (or airport /seaport management),
allowing users to improve delivery of
transportation services across the region.

Freight and Logistics
Appropriate security measures protect the
people employed in the freight transport
industry and ensure the safe provision of these
important services. Instant Push-to Talk can offer
efficient and cost-effective solutions to improve
the security of push-to-talk communications.

Security
Effective communication is paramount within the
security sector, and Leversedge Instant Push-toTalk is fast becoming the model solution.
By delivering business critical communicatons,
including key features such as task management,
lone worker protecton and location recording,
Instant Push-to-Talk can integrate with existing
communications systems to help promote safety
and ensure the wellbeing of all staff.
Instant Push-to-Talk makes it simple and safe for
all parties to track and be tracked every step of
the way. With remote control camera access and
ambient listening, Instant Push-to-Talk enhances
the ability to complete any security task to the
highest professional level.
“Acting as both a radio and a phone, the tracking
software and Guard Tour system provides us with
accurate reporting, allowing clients to clearly see
that we have patrolled as promised. It also gives
our Officers peace of mind as communication is a
lot easier and quicker, making our staff feel safer
with video recording, tracker and SOS functionality.”
Gary Sheffield, Director
GTS Security Services
“We decided to partner with Leversedge because
we have worked with them for years, and we trust
their level of service. They took the time to listen
to our exact needs before proposing their Instant
Push-to-Talk Solution”
Tom Conlan, Director
GTS Security Services
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For more information on Instant Push-To-Talk,
or any of our other critical communications
solutions, contact us:
sales@leversedge.co.uk
www.leversedge.co.uk
0116 262 6166

